
 

 

 
 

Hyde Community College 

Extra-Curricular PHSE 2018-2019 

PHSE education at Hyde Community is mainly delivered through the curriculum. The mapping of PHSE 

themes to the different subject areas is detailed in the separate delivery document which is also available 

on our website for parents to view.  Extra- curricular activities for this academic year are detailed below: 

Year 7 

 E – safety – assemblies on how to stay safe on line and action to take to report instances of bullying 

or inappropriate contact. 

 Health and Fitness – rethink your drink. Tips and advice on how to follow a healthy lifestyle, 

including sugar content in popular drinks and comparisons to healthier options. Practical workshop 

on smoothie making. 

 Staying safe – A workshop outlining the importance of keeping safe over the holiday periods. This 

workshop also includes sessions run by the local fire brigade and provides advice on staying safe 

(dangers of reservoirs, rivers, railway lines etc.) 

 Cyber-bullying/trolling - assembly to all students on dangers of social media and how to deal with 

issue of bullying or trolling. Support available in school and social media ‘foot prints’ 

Year 8 

 E – safety – assemblies on how to stay safe on line and action to take to report instances of bullying 

or inappropriate contact. 

 Health and Fitness – rethink your drink. Tips and advice on how to follow a healthy lifestyle, 

including sugar content in popular drinks and comparisons to healthier options. Practical workshop 

on smoothie making. 

 Staying safe – A workshop outlining the importance of keeping safe over the holiday periods. This 

workshop also includes sessions run by the local fire brigade and provides advice on staying safe 

(dangers of reservoirs, rivers, railway lines etc.) 

 Cyber-bullying/trolling - assembly to all students on dangers of social media and how to deal with 

issue of bullying or trolling. Support available in school and social media ‘foot prints’ 

 

Year 9, 10 and 11 

 Managing stress – Students will explore the concept of marginal gains and how they can make 

small changes to their own lives in order to reduce stress and improve resilience.  These sessions 

include: 

 



 

 

Read, review and condense complex data 

Develop and memorise key information 

Organise and managing time 

 

 Social media awareness – delivered by Barclays Bank, students will learn about how employers 

check media profiles to identify unsuitable candidates. They are made aware of ‘data mining’ and 

hacking of private and personal information. Students will explore the ‘workings’ of their brain and 

how to build self-confidence and resilience. 

 

 You think – all students in year 9 will follow the national ‘you think’ programme which enables 

students to explore their feelings, values and opinions in relation to their own sexual health and 

relationships. Students will learn about different sexual health issues, current legislation, laws and 

consequences. Information on contraception, STI’s and local support. This year the session will also 

cover FGM. 

 

 Drugs education – in the past this has been delivered by outside agencies but from this year all 

students in year 9 will receive bespoke lesson on drugs education from the PHSE staff at school. 

This programme will include drugs classification which was an area in need of development with 

our students (PHSE audit) 

 

 Assemblies delivered by PAC CIC. Students will receive an assembly on local gang culture and the 

consequences. 

 

 Students in all years receive celebration assemblies each term. A wide range of awards are given 

out by all subject areas in order to improve motivation, resilience and improve self-esteem and 

confidence. 

 

 Alcohol and addiction – How habit becomes addiction, the health and social consequences and 

support families can receive. 

 

 Cyber-bullying/trolling - assembly to all students on dangers of social media and how to deal with 

issue of bullying or trolling. Support available in school and social media ‘foot prints’ 

 

 

Year 10 students at Hyde Community College will be the only students in the country who will be shown 

prosecuting information presented by the Serious Crime Unit. Officers who personally investigated and 

prosecuted the murder of Abdul Hafida in 2017 will deliver an extended assembly to students. The aim of 

the session is to: 



 

 

Raise awareness of gang recruitment and culture 

Improve resilience 

Increase the awareness on the consequences of gang culture – students will be shown information that has 

NEVER been seen outside of court. 

Understanding individual identity including a positive self –worth 

Raising awareness of how the unit and the police in general gather evidence 

 

This session was run last year and will be repeated this year. Further detail can be found in the press 

section of the website. 

 

MYRIAD – My resilience in adolescence 

 

Hyde Community College is an official partner school of the MYRIAD project. We are currently working 

alongside the University of Oxford and assisting in a comprehensive study of wellbeing and resilience during 

adolescence. There are 3 themes to the project: 

 

 To examine whether Mindfulness training improves resilience in young adolescents, how it affects 

their processing of thoughts and feelings, whether there are different effects at different stages of 

development, and examine effects among both those with poor or good mental health. 

 Discover the best way to train teachers to deliver a MT curriculum and how to implement it is 

schools across the country. 

 Conduct a large cluster-randomised controlled trial (Hyde Community College are included in this), 

to establish whether mindfulness training in schools is effective and cost effective. 

 

Parents have been written to regarding the project and the school will report back on the findings when 

they become available. 

 

 

LBGT Group 

 

This group was established last year and meet every Friday to discuss personal or community issue. 

The aim of the group is to provide a safe space for young people who identify as part of the LGBT+ 

community. The group also allows those members to feel supported by their peers and the school 

community. All the students in the group participate in self- identity sessions and various projects. Recently 

students have entered competitions held at other schools and made artwork and poems on LGBT and 

issues surrounding identity 

 

Discussions are generally based around gender, coming out and labels. The group also has weekly support 

from Diane King who works for Tameside youth services who also provides 1-2-1 counseling as well as 



 

 

general support for members of the group. This link also allows students who may need support outside of 

school to access it. 

 

Regular guest speakers present to the group on various issues. 

 

 

 

 


